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Lifelong Nebraskan Tim Wentz retiring
after 25 years, feels blessed for his
unique career

A

fter “exactly 25 years” of serving in myriad capacities within the College of
Engineering, Tim Wentz, associate professor of construction management,
retired in January 2019.
“In academia, you don’t see that many people staying in one place for that length
of time, but it’s home and I love it here,” Wentz said. “When I graduated from high
school and went to the University of Nebraska, I never could have imagined the
career I’d have. It wouldn’t have occurred to me in 100 years. The fact that I’ve had
this career at Nebraska is really special for me.”
Wentz’s roots are deep in the soil and history of the state. He is a proud, fifthgeneration Nebraskan. In 1908, his great grandfather started a Lincoln heating and
plumbing business, for which Wentz worked after graduating from Nebraska in
1975 with a mechanical engineering degree.
He never expected he’d return to the university, let alone retire from the College of
Engineering 43 years later. But when a faculty member unexpectedly left before
the spring semester 1994, Wentz agreed to join the college as a part-time lecturer.
In his quarter-century in the college, Wentz has been recognized often for
his teaching. He has been chosen three times as the Mechanical Contractors
Association of America Educator of the Year, was awarded American Society of
Heating, Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE)’s international
E.K. Campbell Award of Merit for educators, and has won numerous university and
college awards.
While teaching was an important part of his work, Wentz also served the College
of Engineering in many capacities, including as both interim department chair
(2003-04) and interim program chair (2004-06) of construction management
during the time it was moved into The Durham School of Architectural Engineering
and Construction.
One of the most important roles Wentz played was helping the college build
stronger bonds with industry.
His work with ASHRAE is something that Wentz said afforded him “an absolutely
amazing and very rewarding opportunity” to serve as both president-elect and
president. It required taking a two-year leave of absence (2015-17) from the
university, but helped open up a world of possibilities that Wentz said has made
him a better teacher, professor, contractor and engineer.
“That allowed me to go all over the world, to places I’ve never been before or
ever dreamed of going, meet colleagues in other societies and governments and
learn that there’s a similarity of the problems we are all facing,” Wentz said. “It’s
expanded my vision of the importance of our work in construction management.”
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FACULTY FOCUS
Class learns value of older workers from
professor’s father

N

orman “Pinky” Stentz visited Kelli Herstein’s class in March 2019 with his
son, Terry Stentz, associate professor and graduate chair of construction
engineering and management, who attended the class to listen to his talk.
The talk was about the value of older workers in construction. Norm turned 95
in November 2018, retiring a month earlier as vice president of Commonwealth
Electric and an 89-year career in electrical construction and design. His most
recent electrical design projects were total energy systems for Nebraska
ethanol plants.
Norm’s advice to Herstein’s class was, “Find a good mentor, don’t be afraid to
try new things and fail, and find what you love to do and do it for the rest of
your life!”
Norm is a retired U.S. Navy chief petty officer, a combat veteran of both World
War II and the Korean War, a Disabled American Veteran, and one of Nebraska’s
greatest generation. He was born in Lincoln, Nebraska, grew up in Havelock and
was married to his late wife, Marjorie, for more than 60 years, with six children,
10 grandchildren, and now six great-grandchildren.
Norman Stentz, father of associate professor Terry

Terry remembers his dad working with Rip Radcliff and Bob Zilly, both civil
Stentz, talks with an engineering class in March.
engineers who founded the construction management program at UNL in
1966. Terry recalls hearing them use such exotic terms (at the time) as “fast track,” “critical path” and
“design-build” while pouring over construction drawings spread out on the dining room table.
In a recent conversation, David Firestone, president of Commonwealth Electric, recalled that Norm
started at Commonwealth in 1948. He had been an electrician in the navy and was an estimator and
an engineer. Norm also did customer service and worked on expansion projects, having done work for
Molex (in Lincoln), Kawasaki-Lincoln, Saint Elizabeth Hospital, Nebraska City power plant, Brownville
nuclear power plant, and many ethanol plants all over Nebraska. Norm can do it all—design, estimate,
run the project and provide customer service. David expressed his respect and appreciation by saying
“Norm has an incredible work ethic. At 95 years old, he can still come in to work full-time if needed.
He’s old school and can still bring amazing skill and ethics in all that he does.”
The Durham School of Architectural Engineering and Construction wishes Norman Stentz a happy,
active, and well-deserved retirement.

“Find what you love to do and
do it for the rest of your life!”
Norman Stentz
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Fadi Alsaleem awaiting patent

New role for Lily Wang

Inspired by biological systems such as
human skin, eagle wings, octopus tentacles
and elephant trunks, Nebraska engineer
Fadi Alsaleem has a patent pending for a
micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS)
technology capable of integrating sensing,
actuation and computation internally within
a soft material.

Lily Wang, professor of architectural
engineering, has transitioned into a new role
in the College of Engineering’s leadership
team. Wang is the new associate dean for
faculty and inclusion. Previously, she had
been associate dean for graduate programs
and faculty development.

Alsaleem, assistant professor of architectural engineering,
has been working for years on a novel MEMS integrated
solution, and said this technology is a huge step forward in
the typical sensing-and-computing process.

Durham faculty chosen to attend Big Ten
Academic Alliance leadership programs

“This is taking the MEMS sensor to the next level,” Alsaleem
said. “This new invention is moving the intelligence and
letting the sensor also do some intelligent computing. With
this MEMS-enabled material, we can eliminate the need for
the typical computer system.”
The new MEMS technology, Alsaleem said, could spur
advances in a burgeoning smart building industry for which
Alsaleem and The Durham School have been on the leading
edge, having held the first Smart Building and Internet of
Things (SBIoT) workshop in November 2018.

Erdogmus receives AEI’s 2019
Outstanding AE Educator Award
The Nebraska architectural engineering
program won five awards at the annual
Architectural Engineering Institute (AEI)
Conference April 3-6 near Washington,
D.C., including Ece Erdogmus, professor of
architectural engineering, being presented
the AEI Outstanding AE Educator Award.
Erdogmus has several international collaborations in her
research and has used them to provide educational and
professional experiences for her students. Those include
working on the reconstruction of an ancient Roman temple in
southern Turkey and the Global Experiences in Architectural
Engineering course in conjunction with the University’s
Engineering Study Abroad in Italy program.
She joined the engineering faculty at UNL in August 2004
and has been consistently recognized for her teaching
excellence, including earning the 2006 Henry Y. Kleinkauf
Family Distinguished New Faculty Teaching Award, the
2007 Architectural Engineering Teaching Award and the
2018 Holling Family Master Teacher Award/University-wide
Teaching Award.

Ece Erdogmus, professor of architectural engineering and
associate director of architectural engineering, is one of 10
faculty from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln and two
from the College of Engineering chosen by the Executive
Vice Chancellor’s Office to attend Big Ten Academic Alliance
leadership programs this year.
Erdogmus is among the five chosen as fellows in the Academic
Leadership Program. These fellows will attend a series of three
conferences throughout the academic year learning about
leadership on a broad range of topics including community
engagement, diversity and inclusion, freedom of expression,
challenging conversations, mental health, student success,
and the social value of higher education.

Faculty achievements
Fadi Alsaleem, associate professor of architectural engineering,
was awarded $10,000 from the Layman Fund, held at the
University of Nebraska Foundation, for a proposal titled, “An
Energy Efficient, Wireless Integrated Sensing and Computing
Nano-Micro-Electro-Mechanical System Network.” The project
period runs from May 1, 2019 through April 30, 2020.
David Yuill, professor of architectural engineering, is the
lead PI on a project — “Heat Pump Grain Storage System
Development and Demonstration” — that has received a
$40,000 Energy Research Grant from the Nebraska Center for
Energy Sciences Research. In this project, an interdisciplinary
team will investigate the advantages of a heat pump grain
storage system with advanced control capabilities.
Zhigang Shen, associate professor of construction
engineering and management, has received a $299,980
award from the Department of Transportation-PHMSA for
a project titled, “A Fast and Low-Cost Method to Automate
Detecting, Locating, and Mapping Internal Gas Pipeline
Corrosion using Pig-Mounted Thermal and Stereo Cameras.”
The three-year project runs through September 2021.
On episode 6 of the College of Engineering’s The Complete
Engineering Podcast, Clarence Waters discussed the growth
of the Architectural Engineering program from its fledgling
days less than 20 years ago to becoming one of the top AE
programs in the nation, including how its unique relationship
with local industry played a key role in that development.
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RESEARCH
Morcous, grad students work on design and construction of
Nebraska’s first full precast bridge

A

research team from The Durham School of
Architectural Engineering and Construction — led by
George Morcous, professor of
construction engineering, and his
graduate students — worked very
closely during the spring and
summer semesters of 2018 with
bridge engineers at Nebraska
Department of Transportation
(NDOT) in the design and
construction of the first full
precast concrete bridge project
in the state of Nebraska.

The project is a replacement of an
existing bridge on U.S. Highway
20 (US-20) in Cedar County, connecting the villages of
Belden and Laurel. It is part of the replacement of 6.87 miles
of roadway due to poor condition. The existing bridge over
Middle Logan Creek was removed and replaced with precast
concrete to accelerate bridge construction and reduce the
duration of road closure and detour. The bridge has an
average daily traffic of 1,780 with 25 percent truck traffic as
of 2018.
George Morcous

The demolition of the existing bridge started in May 2018,
and the new bridge was open to traffic in July 2018 due to
the use of accelerated bridge construction techniques.
The original bridge was constructed in 1938 and consisted
of three spans for a total length of 100 feet. The three spans
were made of steel girders and were widened in 1972. Recent
inspection records indicated scour problems as well as high
chloride contamination in the concrete deck.
The new bridge was designed as a single simple span of 130
feet long with a 40-foot clear roadway width. The bridge
substructure consists of precast concrete abutment caps, wing
walls, and a grade beam supported on steel piles. The bridge
superstructure consists of seven NU1100 precast/prestressed
concrete girders, 22 precast/prestressed concrete deck
panels with precast rail, and eight precast concrete approach
slab panels. Cast-in-place self-consolidated concrete (SCC)
and ultra-high-performance concrete (UHPC) with high early strength were used to fill the joints and connections between the
prefabricated components. The finished bridge has an asphalt overlay to provide the riding surface.
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OTHER NEWS
UNL Parents’ Recognition Awards

Two faculty from The Durham School received
UNL Parents’ Recognition Awards from the
UNL Parents Association.
Bruce
Fischer,
associate
professor of construction
management, was honored
for the sixth time. He has
worked for the college for
approximately 18 years.
Fadi Alsaleem (standing left), assistant professor of architectural engineering, and Jay
Puckett, director of The Durham School of Architectural Engineering and Construction,
lead a discussion during the afternoon session Nov. 9 at the Smart Building and Internet
of Things workshop.

Unique Durham School workshop
tackles challenges of smart buildings

W

ith the first Smart Building and Internet of Things (SBIoT) workshop,
hosted November 9, 2018, by The Durham School of Architectural
Engineering and Construction, researchers from the College of Engineering
joined with industry partners on finding ways to integrate big data and
digital technologies into buildings.
“I’m certain we all complain about our office being hot in the summer or
cold in the winter,” said Fadi Alsaleem, assistant professor of architectural
engineering and one of the primary organizers of the workshop. “The whole
purpose of this workshop was learning how we can use this technology to
enhance how people live and work in buildings.”
Nearly 70 people attended the SBIoT workshop at Scott Conference
Center in Omaha, including 12 speakers from organizations and companies
such as Emerson Commercial & Residential Solutions, Amazon, the U.S.
Department of Energy, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, Center for
the Built Environment, and Nebraska Applied Research Institute. Also
speaking was Lalit Agarwal, director of utility and energy management
at UNL.
HDR Inc. was instrumental in facilitating the conference. Other members of
The Durham School organizing team were David Yuill, assistant professor
of architectural engineering; Iason Konstanzos, assistant professor
of architectural engineering; and Mostafa Rafaie, doctoral student in
architectural engineering.
Participants in the workshop embraced the task of integrating this new
technological revolution in the area that has seen great but incremental
innovation over the years. Alsaleem said making those changes would
constitute a relatively fast change for the architectural and construction
industries.
“We have moved from living in caves
to now, millions of years later, living in
buildings,” Alsaleem said. “We are not
used to facilitating rapid, wide-spread
change. But that is what is happening
now and will happen in the near future.
This workshop is about the next level.”

Matthew Barrows, associate
professor of practice in
construction, was honored
for the second time since
joining
the
college
in
2017.
His
students
are
widely appreciative of his
accessibility and the care he
puts into the teaching and
learning environment.

Guenther Dziuvenis retires from
Johnson Controls

Guenther Dziuvenis, a longtime member of The
Durham School’s Architectural Engineering
Industry Advisory Board, retired from Johnson
Controls in May 2018. Dziuvenis was regional
vice president and general manager for
Johnson and was based out of Kansas City,
Missouri. He graduated from the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln College of Engineering
with a degree in electrical engineering and
immediately after graduation began working
for Johnson Controls.

Professional Lighting
Design Convention

The
Durham
School
of
Architectural
Engineering and Construction accepted
invitations in 2018 and 2019 to be a partner
university of the Professional Lighting Design
Convention. The 2019 convention will be Oct.
23-26 in Rotterdam, the Netherlands; the
2018 convention was in Singapore. The annual
convention is a platform for lighting designers,
architects, researchers, industry, universities
and clients to meet and learn about the latest
developments in lighting design and discuss
the future of the lighting profession.

Timothy Koch, vice president and engineering
principal at HDR Inc., discusses “Industry
Challenges - Design, Construction and
Operation of SBIoT Systems” during the Smart
Building and Internet of Things workshop on
Nov. 9 at Scott Conference Center.
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STUDENT SPOTLIGHT
Devastating floods can’t deter Rotert in his quest
to become an engineer

K

yle Rotert has taken an almost 10-year journey to finding
his career path, and it has led him back to where it started.

The devastating March 2019 floods that rendered his hometown
of Waterloo, Nebraska a virtual island for days helped convince
him that he made the right decisions about his journey.
Rotert is a 28-year-old senior architectural engineering major.
After graduating from high school in 2009, he enrolled at the
University of Nebraska Kearney as an elementary education
and psychology major. In the spring of 2013, Rotert enlisted
in the Army and began considering a career in engineering.
The draw of his home and family and having a high-quality AE
program nearby, made the decision easy, Rotert said.
“I know buildings. I grew up building them with my dad, who
runs a construction company in Omaha,” Rotert said. “I worked
for him the summer before I went back to school at UNL and
enjoyed it. I started talking to architects and engineers about
what they do and the pieces started coming together. I like the
puzzle aspect of engineering, and I know construction, so it
made sense to go into the structural aspect.”

Kyle Rotert, a senior in architectural engineering, stands on the levee near
the Maple Street bridge in Waterloo. In March, the Elkhorn River surged
more than 5 feet above flood stage. Rotert said he learned plenty about
engineering by helping to monitor the levees during those hectic days.

The time spent in the Army helped convince Rotert he should
become active in his community. He became part of the town’s Park and Tree Board and is a volunteer
firefighter. In both of those roles, Rotert was active in the efforts to combat the rising waters of the
Elkhorn River, which threatened to breach the levee east of town.
It also brought back memories of the tragic 2016 flash flooding that inundated Fort Hood, Texas where
Rotert was stationed. Nine soldiers were killed when a transport vehicle they were riding in was swept
up in the swollen Owl Creek.
“When Fort Hood flooded, it put me in a unique position to deal with this flooding.”
While it was a personal mission to help save his town, Rotert also gained engineering experience.
“Michael Bash (from JEO Consulting) was our engineer, who stayed in town with us and tried to make
sure our levee held. He taught us what to look for, how to balance out the water that was seeping in
versus the water on the outside. It was definitely hands-on experience.”
The Elkhorn River began rising early in the week and by Wednesday (March 13), it had reached 17 feet,
or about two feet from flood stage. By Friday, it had jumped to 24.11 feet, breaking the record crest set
in the March 1962 flooding. That’s when the main streets that provide access from Waterloo to nearby
Omaha had been closed. With flooding along the Platte River to the west, Waterloo had “become our
own little island,” Rotert said. “That’s when we started thinking this was a little more serious than we
originally thought.”
On Saturday, the river peaked at 24.63 feet or nearly six feet above flood stage, then started to recede.
The relief, Rotert said, was short-lived as a rain storm rolled in late Saturday night.
“We thought the worst was over. Then it went back up and spiked again just a few feet short of the
high point,” Rotert said.
Though Waterloo’s levee held, the devastation leaves plenty of work to be done nearby.
“On the agricultural side, it’s going to be rough for a long time. So much of the topsoil has been washed
away that some farmers won’t be able to grow crops in their usual amounts for three or four years.”
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CM team wins Race to Build competition at
NASCAR event

A

team of Nebraska construction management students, advised by assistant professor of practice
Brandon Kreiling, took first place and set an event speed record at the annual Race to Build
competition April 5-7 at Bristol Motor Speedway in Bristol, Tennessee.
With its victory, the Nebraska team also earned a $5,000 scholarship for the construction
management program.
Students on the team included Christian Chilton, Garrett Giesler, Erik Huskey, Madisyn McClemmons,
Matt McMahon, Quentin Moore, Nolan Olsen, Connor Pudenz, Seth Rinderknect, Ryan Schroeder,
Steve Strehle, Rune VandenBoogaart, Camden Wrehe and Tyler Wyman.
The competition capped a hectic week for the Nebraska team, who also attended the 100th Annual
Associated General Contractors (AGC) Convention in Denver, Colorado. The team traveled from there
to Bristol to take part in the Race to Build competition along with teams from East Tennessee State
University and Iowa State University.
Race to Build is held annually in April at the speedway during the week leading up to the Food City
500, one of the races in NASCAR’s premier circuit – the Monster Energy Series.
The Appalachia Service Project partners with the Bristol Motor Speedway for the project, in which
teams of construction management students from three universities compete by building three homes
as quickly as they can. The completed homes are given to three veteran families in the Tri-Cities region
of northeast Tennessee and southwest Virginia — this includes the Tennessee cities of Kingsport,
Johnson City and the twin cities of Bristol, which share the border between Tennessee and Virginia.
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AE master’s student Sarah
Drummey chosen ACEC
Scholar of the Year
Sarah Drummey, a student in
the architectural engineering
master’s program, has been
chosen as the 2018 American
Council
of
Engineering
Companies (ACEC) Scholar
of the Year and received a
$10,000 prize.

MAE team earns three awards
at AEI Conference
In the student design competition at the 2019 AEI Conference
in Tysons, Virginia in early April, the Durham School’s Master
of Architectural Engineering (MAE) team won both of the
innovation awards given to the team that had the best
response to the special challenges — one in acoustics and
one in wood/timber/engineered wood design. The team also
took second place in the structural sub-discipline.
The AEI student design competition allows for only one team
per university, and the Nebraska AE team was one of the four
finalists selected from the seven universities entered.
Members of the Nebraska team were Aisha Alhashmi, Rahil
Al Jabri, Shamsa Al-Salami, Luke Dolezal, Sarah Drummey,
Monica Houck, Gabriel Larsen, Brooke Scherer, Austin Seagren
and Jeffrey Thompson. Also attending were Nebraska
AESLAC students Isabel Eberspacher, Ashley Everitt, Matt
Huntwork, Gage Gibney, Jen Mack, Emily Ritzdorf, Ernie
Rodriguez and Sam Underwood.
Talal AlBalushi, the cultural attache from the embassy
of Oman, met with representatives of the Nebraska AE
program — Clarence Waters, the Aaron Douglas professor of
architectural engineering, and industry fellow Todd Feldman.
Three Omani students in the Nebraska MAE program were
part of the competition.
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Drummey
was
chosen
from a nationwide pool
of applicants who were
entering their junior, senior,
fifth or master’s degree year in the fall of 2018 pursuing a
degree in an ABET-accredited engineering program or an
accredited land-surveying program.
Applications are considered based on five criteria —
cumulative grade-point average, an essay, work experience, a
recommendation and extracurricular college activities.

ASA awards prestigious Beranek
Scholarship to Kieren Smith
Kieren Smith, a graduate student
in architectural engineering, has
received the Leo and Gabriella
Beranek Scholarship in Architectural
Acoustics and Noise Control from the
Acoustical Society of America (ASA).
The Beranek Scholarship is a $30,000
award that is given to support
graduate study in the fields of
architectural acoustics and noise control. First awarded in
2016, it is given annually to a student who is a U.S. citizen
enrolled at a university that offers a graduate degree program
in those fields. Smith is the first Nebraska student to receive
this award.
Smith is advised by Lily Wang, professor of architectural
engineering. Their current research project is evaluating how
room comfort parameters, including acoustics, affect student
achievement in K-12 classrooms. Smith plans to pursue
a doctorate and transition into a career that will include
research into acoustics and noise.

STUDENT NEWS & NOTES

1
2
3
4
5
6

Students in George Morcous’ CIVE 850 Prestressed Concrete graduate class visited
CoreSlab Structures Inc. in Plattsmouth and Concrete Industries, Inc. in Lincoln. Students
learned about the different precast/prestressed concrete components and how they are
fabricated, stored and transported to construction sites. Procedures for quality control and
quality assurance at different stages of production were demonstrated. The faciilties and
equipment needed for the production of various products, such as bridge girders, pier caps
and wall panels were presented and discussed by plant engineers and technicians.
The Mechanical Electrical Specialty Contractors (MESC) student chapter was awarded a
2018 Chapter of Excellence Grant from the Mechanical Contracting Education and Research
Foundation (MCERF) and the Mechanical Contractors Association of America (MCAA).
The $7,500 grant is based upon a grading criteria that identifies student chapters that are
truly excellent and provide a unique and robust educational opportunity for the students.
The grant requires that $5,000 be used for scholarships for one or more eligible student
members. The scholarships are to be no less than $1,000 each.
A University of Nebraska-Lincoln student team took second place in the Association for
Preservation Technology (APT) national student competition held in September 2018 at
the annual conference in Buffalo, New York. The team also earned an additional award for
Best Report. Architectural engineering major Edward McNamara was on the team. Other
team members were Nicolas Swoboda, civil engineering, and Jessica Larsen and Emily
Tetschner, architecture. Sharon Kuska, professor and associate dean of architecture, was
the faculty advisor.
The student team from the Nebraska chapter of the Earthquake Engineering Research
Institute (EERI) placed 10th in the 2018 undergraduate Seismic Design Competition
(SDC) in Los Angeles. The team accomplished many milestones during the year including:
creating a model of the tower using AutoCAD and analyzing it under seismic conditions
using SAP2000, conducting materials testing of a sample of its balsa wood, constructing
the 19-story tower and floor plates from laser-cut balsa wood, and creating a model of the
tower in Revit to produce a rendering for a poster and presentation.
In July 2018, a team from The Durham School won first place in the ASHRAE Student Design
Competition for HVAC Design Calculations. The team — Jack Buckley, Madeline Sampsel,
Austin Seagren and Christopher Wozney — received $2,000, and one representative of
the team received free transportation, lodging and $100 to attend the ASHRAE Winter
Conference, in Atlanta, Georgia. The team was advised by David Yuill, assistant professor
of architectural engineering; Joe Hazel, senior mechanical engineer at HDR Inc.; and Dan
Karnes, mechanical project engineer, associate at Leo A Daly.

Dalton Rabe, a senior in architectural engineering and executive vice president of Nebraska
Engineering Student Council at Omaha (NESCO), joined the Season 1, Episode 3 Complete
Engineering Podcast to discuss the Nebraska Engineering student experience and how the
big college has the feel of family. engineering.unl.edu/podcast
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ALUMNI NEWS
Alumnus, NFL star Ndamukong Suh
supports engineering students with
scholarship, mentoring

N

ebraska Engineering alumnus Ndamukong Suh, a defensive lineman for
the NFL’s Los Angeles Rams, shares his passion for engineering through a
scholarship that he has endowed in the College of Engineering.
In addition to giving financial support, Suh has maintained a mentoring
relationship with scholarship recipients – Brynne Schwabauer, a recent graduate
in chemical and biomolecular engineering, and Matthew Stier, a recent graduate
in construction engineering. His story was recently featured on ESPN.

Recent CM graduate Grisel Ramirez wins
award from Turner Construction

G

risel Ramirez, a 2017 construction management graduate, has earned the 2018
Staff Award from Turner Construction. While studying at The Durham School,
Ramirez was president/founder of Women in Construction Management Club and
a member of both Students Together Against Cancer and the Biochemistry Club.
Congratulations, Grisel, on this great honor.

Construction engineering alum Anayeli
Martinez-Real blazes a trail to her dream job

A

nayeli Martinez-Real has had a unique and challenging career path. She grew
up a second-generation immigrant in a single-parent household, graduated
from the Nebraska construction engineering program, and rose through the ranks
at Kiewit Building Group. She is the client services manager in the commercial
construction district. Her story is featured in a Construction Dive article as part of
its “2019 Women in Construction” series. Read her story at: www.constructiondive.
com/news/anayelimartinez-real-lazed-the-trail/549032
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ALUMNI NEWS
Joan Green, PE, returned to E&A’s
Omaha office as a project manager
for transportation and public works
projects. Green’s prior work includes
30 years with the City of Omaha.
She is a construction engineering
technology/civil engineering alumnus.
E&A is an engineering, planning and
field services firm celebrating over 50
years of Engineering Answers.
Farris Engineering, in December 2018,
announced its board of directors,
which includes seven incumbents
and one new member: Vice President
Ericka
Nienhueser,
who
earned
bachelor’s and master’s degrees in
architectural engineering from The
Durham School. Nienhueser joined
Farris Engineering in 2008 as an intern
in electrical engineering and became
a licensed engineer and certified
lighting designer. She has worked on
a diverse range of projects but has
a special interest in healthcare and
educational facility design. She is also
a member of Commercial Real Estate
Women (CREW), Omaha Metro. Farris
Engineering,
an
employee-owned
provider of professional mechanical,
electrical, plumbing, fire protection,
technology
and
commissioning
consulting engineering services, was
established in Omaha in 1967. The firm
also has Nebraska offices in Lincoln and
Sidney and another office in Colorado
Springs, Colorado.
Durham School alumni Li Song and
Gang Wang received two major grant
awards from the Department of Energy.
The projects — “A Total Performance
Deficiency/Fault Detection and Optimal
Comfort Control System for Homes”
and “Performance Demonstration of an
Occupancy Sensor-enabled Integrated
Solution for Commercial Buildings” —
earned awards totaling more than $1.5
million. Gang is assistant professor of
civil, architectural and environmental
engineering at the University of Miami.
Li is associate professor of aerospace
and mechanical engineering at the
University of Oklahoma.

DLR Group, in December 2018, elevated
six professionals to senior associate,
including architectural engineering
alumnus David Manley, and four
professionals to associate, included
AE alumnus Melissa Thomsen. These
appointments were made in the DLR
Group’s Omaha Studio. DLR Group is
an integrated design firm delivering
architecture, engineering, interiors,
planning and building optimization
for new construction, renovation and
adaptive reuse. DLR Group is 100
percent employee-owned.
Steph Guy, an architectural engineering
alumnus, recently completed her
term as president of the Architectural
Engineering Institute (AEI). Two other
AE alums were selected for prestigious
appointments within AEI — Andy Yosten
to the Board of Governors and Cody
Largent to the Young Professionals
Council (YPC). YPC was created to
focus on professional development
matters of age 35 and younger
practicing architectural engineers, to
facilitate their engagement with and
participation in AEI, and to advise the
Board of Governors on the issues and
needs of young professionals.

Kristin Hanna, a 2016 MAE graduate,
earned her Certified Technology
Specialist (CTS) designation from
Audiovisual and Integrated Experience
Association (AVIXA) in May 2018.
Hanna is an acoustician and technology
systems specialist at BG Buildingworks
in Denver, Colorado.
Brandon Rich, a 2007 MAE graduate,
and his Alvine Engineering team won
the best overall project over $100
million as part of the professional
design competition at the 2019 AEI
Conference in Tysons, Virginia.
Retraction/correction from the Fall
2018 newsletter. Audra Von Minden
was identified as an MAE graduate,
but she is a B.S. in Construction
Management graduate.

Meagan Kurmel-Gibbs,
a 2015 MAE graduate
and
a
plumbing
designer at Henderson
Engineers in Kansas City,
Kansas, was featured
in August 2018 as one of Plumbing
Engineer magazine’s “Top 10 in Their
20s.” The individuals featured were
chosen as emerging leaders who are
moving their “respective companies
and communities, and our industry
forward” and who “have been
proactive, imaginative, resourceful,
and dedicated.”
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UPCOMING EVENTS
17th Annual Tradition of Excellence
Golf Tournament • July 8, 2019
10 a.m. – 6:30 p.m.
Tiburon Golf Club
10302 South 168th Street
Omaha NE 68136
Contact: Andrew Bechdolt, andrew.bechdolt@unl.edu
Plan to join us for a great day of golf while helping our construction programs
provide scholarships and educational resources. The tournament continues to
grow each year and your support provides a gateway to new opportunities.
engineering.unl.edu/durhamschool/durham-construction-programs-golf-event

OTHER EVENTS:
September 5 • Durham School Advisory Board Meeting
September 13 • Construction Industry Advisory Committee Meeting
September 13 • AESLAC BBQ
November 1 • Architectural Engineering Industry Advisory Committee Meeting
November 21 • Construction Programs Senior Celebration (City Campus)
December 2 • Admitted Student Event

Durham School Merchandise Available Online!
By popular demand, The Durham School of Architectural Engineering and Construction has set
up an online merchandise store within the College of Engineering’s online store. You can visit
directly at: nebraskaengineeringestore.com/dsaec

Scan for your chance to win a
Durham School jacket!

Stay Connected!
Like us on Facebook
facebook.com/TheDurhamSchool
Follow us on Twitter
twitter.com/TheDurhamSchool
Visit our website
durhamschool.unl.edu

We want to hear from you!
Please send your stories and photos to:
durhamschool@unl.edu
-orengineering.unl.edu/durhamschool
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